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Pure understatement
Création Baumann presents the Spring Collection 2014

Our apartment is the place where we want to feel comfortable and recharge our batteries. Textiles and
accessoires are an essential component. Curtains, covers, cushions and plaids create a natural
environment making every interior instantly cosier and warmer. With the Spring Collection 2014, Création
Baumann presents an extensive collection, which brings nature into the home with soft flowing materials
and a refined colour palette.
The design team of the Swiss textile company from Langenthal selects heavy linen for one of collection’s
highlights. The printed three-dimensional curtain and decoration fabric “Granada” captivates with its look,
blending naturalness and elegance in a harmonious unity. The feel is tantalising soft. Thanks to complex
print technologies, small dots in gold or silver shimmer on a slate grey fabric. The hand drawn motifs are
reminiscent of leaves and circles; one senses oriental influences in a contemporary interpretation.
“Granada” is available in white, beige and slate with dots in gold, mauve and slate with a silver design.
The fabric is equally eye-catching as a cover for cushions.
The curtain fabric “Shari” enthrals with an unadulterated understatement and in a width of 300 cm, it can
also be used to enhance large expanses. What tantalisingly is perceived by the eye and the hand as a
linen/cashmere look is an easy care flame retardant Trevira CS. The semi-transparent fabric looks
equally good in a town apartment as in a hotel in the mountains. The uni fabric with the refined natural
look is available in 18 colours: The palette includes stone shades, delicate purple and rosé and olive
hues. The fabric is harmonized with two jacquard; „Shari Line” with a delicate ribbon design for a depth

effect, and „Shari Circle“ with a circle motive that is slightly starker. The fabrics are available in
respectively seven and six colours and a width of 300 cm.

Natural, sensuous charm, which we love so much at home, is spreading across the linen fabric of
„Passiflor“. Blooms and leaves from the passion flower are generously scattered across the 140 cm wide
curtain and decoration fabric. The soft flowing linen is available in three colour settings. The airily light
burn out “Wind” where leaves look as if they were fluttering in the wind is exceptionally soft and delicate.
The transparent voile is offered in two colour settings and in a width of 300 cm.
The sheen of the heavy decoration fabric “Diora” makes it very elegant. The twill weave sets off to
perfection the ever changing changeant effect, which is available in 25 colours. Nature’s palette also
finds application in the decoration fabric “Valencia”. The 15 colours encompass cool beige tones up to
dark shades such as anthracite. Accents are set with a yellowy green, jeans blue, smoky blue and
mauve. Both fabrics are upholstery fabrics of the best quality, which with in excess of 30’000 Martindale
rubs withstand heavy exposure.
“Solista” also receives a new contemporary colour. The uni fabric, which is a bestseller of the basic range,
now amazes with a palette of 40 enticing colours.

The new fabrics for sensuous living, which were inspired by nature, are available from specialist outlets
from January 2014.

